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LECTRA MODARIS BANGLA GUIDE (PART 5) HOW TO EVALUATE A TEMPLATE ON LECTRA MODARIS.n Digitize pattern classification system || Lectra Modaris._ As before, the system of classification of drawings - any - is the most complex. In this sense, the instructions say: "What kind of drawings do you consider good"? Drawings that are durable and resistant to mechanical damage,
and which you can place on something hard. Digitization of the pattern classification system If your drawing contains details that you can simply â€œput onâ€ an â€œemergencyâ€ sign, then the system will work in this case too. But if the details are complex, then, firstly, as they say, the little things are not provided, and secondly, even if you donâ€™t ride around the city, but be sure to put a sign
warning of a possible danger, for example, on the gas pedal, then how are you going to read it? (I mean, when you get acquainted with the instructions for the car, do not forget that you still need to figure out the designations that conditionally designate both safety and comfort, and other cars, starting with a mammoth and ending with a robot car). So it is quite logical to consider that the ideal option
(because the author did not bother to clarify, and â€œidealâ€ is because this is the most understandable and simple option, or he was just lucky) would not even be to make a car sign from improvised materials, but just "your own hand" - but not a set of templates, namely your "hand". (So, for example, images of snakes are applied to the injection molding machine, images of snakes are applied to the
frame of glasses during the manufacturing process. In conclusion - a couple of examples of tables for the design of tables with instructions. I am attaching them to this article so that you can immediately see what to pay attention to. Speaking of safety signs, I liked two signs that I think fit well with the instructions that list all these boxes. Table No1. Precautions when transporting passengers - What are the
dangers when transporting passengers Table 2. Violation of traffic rules - What are traffic violations Table 3. Drivers who commit gross violations of traffic rules Table 4. Road accident - What can be an accident Table 5. Registration documents on road
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